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How the supermassive black hole SgrA* in the Milky Way Center looks like for a distant
observer? It depends on the black hole highlighting by the surrounding hot matter. The
black hole shadow (the photon capture cross-section) would be viewed if there is a stationary
luminous background. The black hole event horizon is invisible directly (per se). Nevertheless,
amore compact (with respect to black hole shadow) projection of the black hole event horizon
on the celestial sphere may be reconstructed by detecting the highly red-shifted photons
emitted by the non-stationary luminous matter plunging into the black hole and approaching
to the event horizon. It is appropriate to call this reconstructed projection of the event horizon
on the celestial sphere for a distant observer as the “lensed event horizon image”, or simply
the “event horizon image”. This event horizon image is placed on the celestial sphere within
the position of black hole shadow. Amazingly, the event horizon image is a gravitationally
lensed projection on the celestial sphere of the whole surface of the event horizon globe. In
result, the black holes may be viewed at once from both the front and back sides. The lensed
event horizon imagemay be considered as a genuine silhouette of the black hole. For example,
a dark northern hemisphere of the event horizon image is the simplest model for a black hole
silhouette in the presence of a thin accretion disk.
Keywords: Gravitation; general relativity; black holes; event horizon.
PACS numbers: 04.70.Bw, 98.35.Jk, 98.62.Js.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays the LIGOdetectors present the crucial evidence for the existence of black
holes in the Universe by direct observations of gravitational waves from merging
of massive black holes in binary systems.1–5 At the same time these direct obser-
vations of gravitational waves provide the first verification of General Relativity
in the strong field limit. The other possibility for a detailed verification of General
Relativity in the strong field limit is in observations of the nearest environment of
supermassive black holes.
The supermassive black hole SgrA* at the Galactic Center with a mass M =
(4.3± 0.3)106M⊙ is under the intensive investigations by different instruments and
methods as from the Earth surface and also from the space.6–14 One reason is that
this supermassive black hole is the nearest “dormant” quasar dwelling at the center
of our native Galaxy. The other reason is that modern scientific technologies permit
to view the nearest environment of the event horizon of this enigmatic black hole
directly for the first time. A challenging “The Event Horizon Telescope Project”,
which is a global network of mm and sub-mm telescopes,15–25 intends to reveal the
silhouette of SgrA*.26–39 If successful, the result of this project would be the first
direct experimental verification (or falsification) of the very existence of black holes
in the Universe.
A black hole shadow is the surface of photon capture cross-section viewed by
distant observers on the celestial spheredue to the gravitational lensingof luminous
background, consisting of bright stars or hot gas, located either far enough from
the black hole or at the stationary orbits around it (for details see, e. g., Refs. 40, 41,
42, 43, 44 and references therein).
A next scientific goal in investigation of the black hole SgrA* would be the
detailed elaboration of its silhouette for verification not only the General Relativity
in the strong field limit but also its numerous modifications.40–60 The promising
first step for this future study is the Millimetron space interferometer project with
an angular resolution of about one nanoarcsecond.61
In this paper we describe the possibility for indirect observation of the black
hole event horizon. The black hole event horizon is invisible directly (per se). Nev-
ertheless, we demonstrate below that gravitational lensing of the luminous matter
plunging into the black hole provides the principle possibility for reconstruction
of the black hole event horizon projection on the celestial sphere for a distant ob-
server. It is appropriate to call this reconstructed projection of the event horizon on
the celestial sphere for a distant observer as the “lensed event horizon image”, or
simply the “event horizon image”.
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2. Specific features of geodesics in Kerr metric
The standard form of Kerr metric in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinate system62 with
coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) is
ds2 =
Σ∆
A dt
2 − A sin
2 θ
Σ
(dφ − ωdt)2 − Σ
∆
dr2 − Σdθ2, (1)
where
∆ = r2 − 2Mr + a2, (2)
Σ = r2 + a2 cos2 θ, (3)
A = (r2 + a2)2 − a2∆ sin2 θ, (4)
ω =
2Mr
A a. (5)
In these equations M is a black hole mass, a is a specific angular momentum of the
black hole and ω is the angular dragging velocity. It is used units: the gravitational
constant G = 1 and the velocity of light c = 1.
The event horizon of the Kerr black hole, r = rh, is the larger root of the equation
∆ = 0, i. e.,
rh = M +
√
M2 − a2. (6)
The event horizon exists only if M2 ≥ a2. At M2 < a2 the metric (1) describes a
naked singularity. The black hole event horizon rotates rigidly as a solid body (i. e.,
independent of the latitude coordinate θ) with an angular velocity63, 64
Ωh ≡ lim
r→rh
ω =
a
2Mrh
, (7)
where a dragging angular velocity in Kerr metric ω is from Eq. (5).
Themotion of test particleswith amassµ inKerrmetric is completely defined by
three integrals of motion:65, 66 the total particle energy E, the azimuthal component
of the angular momentum L and the Carter constant Q, which is related with a
total angular momentum of the particle. The Carter constant is zero, Q = 0 for
trajectories, which confined in the black hole equatorial plane. The total angular
momentum of the particle is
√
Q + L2 in the particular case of nonrotating black
hole with a = 0.
The trajectories of test particles are governed by equations of motion:28, 65–68
Σ
dr
dτ
= ±
√
Vr, (8)
Σ
dθ
dτ
= ±
√
Vθ, (9)
Σ
dϕ
dτ
= L sin−2 θ + a(∆−1P − E), (10)
Σ
dt
dτ
= a(L − aE sin2 θ) + (r2 + a2)∆−1P, (11)
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where
Vr = P
2 − ∆[µ2r2 + (L − aE)2 +Q], (12)
Vθ = Q − cos2 θ[a2(µ2 − E2) + L2 sin−2 θ], (13)
P = E(r2 + a2) − aL, (14)
Σ = r2 + a2 cos2 θ, (15)
∆ = r2 − 2r + a2. (16)
In these equations λ is an affine parameter. The proper time along a timelike
geodesic is µτ and a null geodesic has µ = 0.
The effective radial Vr and latitudinal Vθ potentials in (12) and (13) define the
motion of particles in r- and θ-directions.
For numerical calculations of gravitational lensing in the Kerr space-time back-
ground we use also the integral equations of motion for photons:28, 65–68
? r dr√
Vr
=
? θ dθ√
Vθ
, (17)
φ =
? r aP
∆
√
Vr
dr +
? θ L − aE sin2 θ
sin2 θ
√
Vθ
dθ, (18)
t =
? r (r2 + a2)P
∆
√
Vr
dr +
? θ (L − aE sin2 θ)a√
Vθ
dθ, (19)
τ =
? r r2√
Vr
dr +
? θ a2 cos2 θ√
Vθ
dθ, (20)
The integrals in (17)–(19) are the path integrals along a trajectory connecting the
luminous source and distant observer.
We will use in the following mainly the normalized dimensionless variables
and parameters: r ⇒ r/M, a ⇒ a/M, e ⇒ e/M, ǫ ⇒ ǫ/µ, E ⇒ E/µ, L ⇒ L/(Mµ),
Q ⇒ Q/(M2µ2).
With these normalized dimensionless variables and parameters the correspond-
ing trajectories of test massive particles (with a mass µ , 0) in the Kerr space-time
are determined by the three integrals of motion: γ = E/µ, λ = L/E and q =
√
Q/E.
The trajectories of photons (null geodesics) in Kerr metric are determined by
only two parameters,λ and q, which are relatedwith the horizontal α and vertical β
impact parameters of photons on the celestial sphere viewed by a distant observer
(see definitions below).
See in Refs. 69, 70, 71, 72, 73 some examples of analytical computations for null
geodesics in the Kerr space-time.
In this paper it is used the classical Boyer–Lindquist coordinate system62 with
coordinates (t, r, θ, φ). Although in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates all the surfaces
r = const are confocal ellipsoids,28, 62 for transparency of pictures we plot the event
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Fig. 1. 3D trajectories of massive test particles (µ , 0), plunging into the rotating Kerr back hole with
a = 0.998. The first particles (with γ = 1, λ = 0, q = 1.85) is plunging near the north pole of the event
horizon. The second particle (with γ = 1, λ = −1.31, q = 0.13) is plunging near the equator. At last, the
third one (with γ = 1, λ = −1.31, q = 0.97) is plunging in the south hemisphere.
horizon rH = const as a sphere in our 3D Figs. 1–4 and 6 using the fact that topolog-
ically it is the 2-sphere.28, 62 The local Gaussian curvature of the event horizon in
Kerr metric depends on the latitude coordinate θ. In particular, the form of black
hole horizon embedded in our familiar Euclidean 3D-space is an oblate ellipsoid
of revolution in the case of a slow rotation (a << 1). Surprisingly, the event horizon
of a fast rotating black hole (2
√
2/3 < a ≤ 1) has the negative Gaussian curvature
both on and around the axis of symmetry, and the event horizon of a fast rotating
black hole cannot be globally embedded in Euclidean 3D-space at all.76, 77
It must be especially stressed that forms of both the black hole shadow and the
event horizon image, viewed by a distant observer (at Newtonian limit, r ≫ rH),
are independent on the used coordinate system (see 2D Figs. 5, 7–10).
In Fig. 1 are shown some representative examples of 3D trajectories for massive
test particles, plunging into rotating back hole and infinitely “winding” around
black hole with an angular velocity (7) by approaching to the event horizon at
r = rh. These three trajectories are reproduced from combined numerical solution
of integral equations of motion (17) and (18).
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Fig. 2. The black hole shadow projection on the celestial sphere (purple disk with a radius rsh = 3
√
3 ≃
5.196) in the Schwarzschild case, a = 0. Inside the shadow there it is pictured a fictitious image (blue disk
with a radius rh = 2) of the black hole event horizon in the fictitious Euclidean space. It is shown the
representative photon trajectory (multicolored 3D curve) with impact parameters λ = 0 and q = 3
√
3.
This photon is starting from a distant background, then winding near a radial turning point at rmin = 3
around the black hole event horizon (blue sphere), and finally is reaching a distant observer at the north
pole of the black hole shadow projection on the celestial sphere.
3. Black hole shadow on the stationary luminous background
Ablack hole shadow inKerrmetric, projected on the celestial sphere and viewed
by a distant observer in the equatorial plane of the black hole, is determined from
simultaneous solution of equations Vr(r) = 0 and [rVr(r)]
′ = 0, where the effective
radial potential Vr(r) is from Eq. (12). The corresponding solution for black hole
shadow in the parametrical form (λ, q) = (λ(r), q(r)) is
λ =
−r3 + 3r2 − a2(r + 1)
a(r − 1) , (21)
q2 =
r3[4a2 − r(r − 3)2]
a2(r − 1)2 . (22)
(see, e. g., Refs. 27, 28 for more details).
The black hole shadow projection on the celestial sphere is shown in Fig. 2
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Fig. 3. The black shadow projection on the celestial sphere (purple region) in the extreme Kerr black
hole case, a = 1. It is shown also a representative example of the photon trajectory (multicolored 3D
curve) near the shadow boundary (with λ = 0 and q =
√
3 −
√
2(1 +
√
2)3/2] ≃ 4.72). This photon is
starting from a distant background, then winding around the black hole event horizon (blue sphere),
and, finally, is reaching a distant observer at the intersection of the shadow boundarywith the black hole
rotation axis projection on the celestial sphere. The corresponding radial turning point of this photon
is at rmin = 1 +
√
2. A black hole rotation axis is shown by vertical magenta arrow crossing the event
horizon sphere. Inside the shadow it is pictured a fictitious image (blue disk with a radius rh = 1) of the
black hole event horizon in the fictitious Euclidean space.
for the Schwarzschild case, a = 0. The radius of this shadow (purple disk) is
rsh = 3
√
3 ≃ 5.196. The corresponding shadow of the extreme Kerr black hole
(a = 1) is shown in Fig. 3.
Positions of the gravitationally lensed photons on the celestial sphere are de-
termined by two impact parameters, α— the apparent displacement of the image
perpendicular to the projected black hole rotation axis and β — the apparent dis-
placement parallel to the projected black hole rotation axis:75
α = = − λ
sinθ0
, (23)
β = q2 + a2 cos2 θ0 − λ2 cot2 θ0, (24)
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where cosθ0 is a latitude coordinate of thedistant observer. Innumerical calculation
we choose cosθ0 = 0.1, θ0 ≃ 84◦. 24.
4. Event horizon image elicited by the plunging luminous sources
Let us imagine that numerous luminous probes plunge into the black hole fromdif-
ferent directions and approach to the black hole event horizon with a permanently
growing redshift. The hot compact gas clouds and/or neutron stars would be the
best candidates for the described plunging luminous probes in the real astrophys-
ical conditions near the supermassive black hole SgrA*. The gravitationally lensed
images of these probes, approaching to the event horizon, may be detected by a
distant observer. The last hopefully detected lensed photon, emitted by a separate
plunging probe in the vicinity of the event horizon, reconstructs on the celestial
sphere the position of specific point in the vicinity of the event horizon. By using
this procedure for a set of different plunging probes, it would be possible to recon-
struct the whole projection of the invisible event horizon on the celestial sphere.
The accuracy of this reconstruction will depend on the sensitivity of detectors for
highly red-shifted photons, emitted by the plunging probes near the event horizon.
In result, it would be obtained the lensed image of the event horizon on the celestial
sphere.
A distant observer will see the gradually faded image of each plunging probe,
approaching to the event horizon. Position of the last detected lensed photon from
the plunging probe on the celestial sphere will map the corresponding point on the
lensed event horizon image. The resulting total lensed image of the event horizon
would be the one-to-one projection of thewhole event horizon globe on the celestial
sphere. This unique property means that distant observers may view at once both
the front and back sides of the event horizon. See this unique black hole feature in
Figs. 4–9.
The outer boundary of the lensed event horizon image, viewed by a specific
distant observer in the black hole equatorial plane, is defined from solution of the
integral equation ∫ ∞
2
dr√
Vr
= 2
∫ π/2
θ0
dθ√
Vθ
. (25)
whereθ0 is a turning point in the latitudinalθ-direction along the photon trajectory
for direct lensed image, defined fromequationVθ = 0,whereVθ = 0 is fromEq. (13).
According to the Cunnungham–Bardeen classification scheme for multiple lensed
images74, 75 the photons producing direct lensed images do not intersect the black
hole equatorial plane on their way from emitting probe to a distant observer.
In the Schwarzschild case with a = 0 a turning point on the escaping photon
trajectory in θ–direction is at θ0 = arccos(q/
√
q2 + λ2) and the value of the right-
hand-side integral in (25) is π//
√
q2 + λ2. With this simplification, from numerical
solution of integral equation (25) we find the radius of the event horizon image
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Fig. 4. The lensed event horizon image on the celestial sphere (dark-blue and light-blue disks) within
the black hole shadow (purple disk) in the Schwarzschild case, a = 0. The characteristic trajectories
of photons forming the event horizon image on the celestial sphere are shown: four (red colored)
trajectories of photons with
√
λ2 + q2 = reh are starting from the farthest point of the event horizon
globe, and, respectively, four (magenta colored) trajectories of photonswith
√
λ2 + q2 = rEW are starting
from the East-West meridian. Images of parallels (blue curves) and meridians (black curves) are shown
on the event horizon globe (blue sphere) and on their corresponding projected images on the celestial
sphere (dark-blue and light-blue regions). The nearest part (to a distant observer) of the event horizon
hemisphere is shown by light-blue color. Respectively, the farthest part of the event horizon hemisphere
is shown by the dark-blue color.
reh =
√
q2 + λ2 = 4.457. The near (light blue) hemisphere of the event horizon globe
with a radius rh = 2 is projected by the lensing photons into the central (light
blue) disk with a radius rEW ≃ 2.848. Respectively the far (dark blue) hemisphere is
projected into the hollow (dark blue) disk with an outer radius reh ≃ 4.457, which
is a radius of the lensed event horizon image in the Schwarzschild case.
See in Fig. 4 the trajectories of some photons forming the lensed event horizon
image of the Schwarzschild black hole and images of some parallels (blue curves)
andmeridians (black curves) of the event horizon globe. A fictitious outer border of
the event horizon in the fictitious Euclidean space is shown by the dashedmagenta
circle in Fig. 4 and in the subsequent Figs. In Fig. 5 it is shown the lensed event
horizon image of the Schwarzschild black hole projected on the celestial sphere. A
distant observer views at once both the front and back sides of the event horizon.
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Fig. 5. The lensed event horizon image projected on the celestial sphere in the Schwarzschild case,
a = 0 (see detailed description in Fig. 4.
In the general Kerr case, when a , 0, the corresponding turning point on the
escaping photon trajectory in θ–direction is at
θ0 = arccos

√ √
4a2q2 + (q2 + λ2 − a2)2 − (q2 + λ2 − a2)
2a2
, (26)
and the event horizon image has a more complicated form with respect to the
simple disk. A corresponding numerical solution of integral equation (25) for the
outer boundary of the event horizon image of the extremeKerr black holewith a = 1
is shown graphically in Figs. 6 and 7. In these Figs. a near (light blue) hemisphere
of the event horizon globe is projected by the lensing photons into the central (light
blue) region. Respectively, the far (dark blue) hemisphere is projected into the
hollow (dark blue) region. Images of some parallels (blue curves) and meridians
(black curves) of the event horizon globe ar also shown. The dashed curve in Fig. 6
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and in the subsequent Figs. is an instant prime meridian. In the general Kerr case,
when a , 0, as well as in the Schwarzschild case, the distant observer views at once
both the front and back sides of the event horizon.
Fig. 6. The lensed event horizon image on the celestial sphere (dark-blue and light-blue disks) within
the black hole shadow (purple disk) in the extreme Kerr black hole case, a = 1. The characteristic
trajectories of photons (multicolored 3D curves) forming the event horizon image on the celestial
sphere are shown: the photons outgoing to a distant observer from the North and South poles (with
λ = 0, q = 1.77), and, additionally, the photon starting from the equator (with λ = −1.493, q = 3.629)
of the event horizon globe with a radius rh = 1. The black hole shadow is the largest purple region
on the celestial sphere. Images of parallels (blue curves) and meridians (black curves) are shown on
the event horizon globe (blue sphere) and on their corresponding projected images on the celestial
sphere (dark-blue and light-blue regions). The nearest part (to a distant observer) of the event horizon
hemisphere is shown by light-blue color. Respectively, the farthest part of the event horizon hemisphere
is shown by the dark-blue color. The dashed curve is an instant prime meridian.
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Fig. 7. The projected event horizon image on the celestial sphere in the extreme Kerr case, a = 1. As
well as in the Schwarzschild case a distant observer views the reconstructed event horizon image at
once from both the front and back sides. (see detailed description in Fig. 6).
The specific feature of test particle trajectories in the general Kerr case, when
a , 0, is that the plunging test probes are winding in the azimuthal φ-direction by
approaching to the event horizon. This peculiarity considerably complicates the
procedure for reconstruction of meridians on the event horizon image. We choose
the ad hoc definition: the lensed image of meridians on the rotating event horizon
globe aremarked by photons, emitted at the same radii along the chosen meridian,
r = rh+ǫ and ǫ = const ≪ 1, i. e., very close to the event horizon at r = rh. Once being
marked, these lensed image of meridian will be rotating synchronously with the
event horizon. The black hole horizon and its lensed image are both synchronously
rotating with an angular velocity Ωh from Eq. (7).
See in Fig. 8 the lensed images of compact star plunging into rotating black
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Fig. 8. The lensed images in discrete times of the spherical compact star with orbital parameters γ = 1,
λ = q = 0 plunging at the equatorial plane into rotating black hole with a = 0.998. A distant observer
is situated at cosθ = 0.1. The lensed images are winding in the azimuthal φ-direction with an angular
velocity Ωh from Eq. (7), when plunging star is approaching to the event horizon. The lensed images
are gradually fading in time during each winding circle. It is shown the first circle of this winding.
hole with a = 0.998, which are shown in discrete time intervals and viewed by a
distant observe, situated at cosθ = 0.1. These lensed images are winding around
black hole in the azimuthal φ-direction when plunging star is approaching to the
black hole event horizon. In particular, the lensed photons from this winding reveal
asymptotically, at t → ∞, the equatorial parallel of the event horizon image. See
details of this numerical animation in Ref. 78.
In Fig. 9 the equatorial parallel of the event horizon image is a boundary of
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Fig. 9. Reconstructed event horizon image within a shadow of the rotating black hole with a = 0.998,
viewed on the celestial sphere by a distant observer, situated at cosθ = 0.1. The dark gray region
is a northern hemisphere of the event horizon globe. An equatorial parallel is the boundary of this
dark region. A dark northern hemisphere of the event horizon is the simplest model of the black hole
silhouette in the presence of a thin accretion disk.
the dark region, which is the reconstruction on celestial sphere of the northern
hemisphere of the event horizon globe. Note that a dark northern hemisphere of
the event horizon is the simplest model for a black hole silhouette in the presence
of a thin accretion disk.
For comparison with the lensed images of the stationary moving probe see in
Fig. 10 the numerical calculation of the lensed direct image and the first and second
light echoes images of a compact probe (star) stationary orbiting around rotating
black hole and viewed by a distant observer.79, 80 Note that all lensed multiple
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Fig. 10. Lensed images of a compact luminous probe orbiting the rotating black in the equatorial plane
at radius r = 20 and viewed in discrete time intervals by a distant observer, situated at cosθ = 0.1. Direct
probe images and also the first and second light echoes are all placed outside the black hole shadow
(filled gray region). For details see.79,80
images (light echoes)) of the stationary moving luminous probe are placed outside
the black hole shadow.
5. Conclusion
We demonstrate that gravitational lensing of the luminous objects plunging into
black hole provides the principle possibility for reconstruction of the black hole
event horizon image on the celestial sphere. It is appropriate to call this recon-
structed projection of the event horizon on the celestial sphere for a distant observer
as the “lensed event horizon image”, or simply the “event horizon image”. This
event horizon image is placed on the celestial sphere within the position of black
hole shadow and may be considered as a genuine silhouette of the black hole.
Amazingly, the event horizon image is a gravitationally lensed projection on
the celestial sphere of the whole surface of the black hole event horizon globe. In
result, the black holesmaybe viewed at once fromboth the front andback sides. The
similar statements on the properties of the event horizon image for Schwarzschild
case weremade in.81 A dark northern hemisphere of the event horizon image is the
simplest model for a black hole silhouette in the presence of a thin accretion disk.
Note, that results of thiswork are suitable only in the case of a slow (nonrelativis-
tic)motion of the observerwith respect to the black hole. See Ref. 82 for a promising
formalismof light propagation in the gravitational field of self-gravitating spinning
bodies moving with arbitrary velocities.
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